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WDW LQC Non-Gaussianity
01/25– Motivation
Naive curvature (quantum-gravity) effects negligible.
During inflation H := a˙/a ∼ 1015 GeV,
ρinfl ∼ H2/`2Pl ∼ 1068 GeV4.
ρinfl
ρPl
∼ (`PlH)2 ∼ 10−8.
Are there testable LQC phenomenomological models? (YES)
May help to see whether and how LQG is falsifiable (?)
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Symmetry reduction at the classical level:




























Quantization: pˆ(a) := −i∂a, Πˆφ := −i∂φ, WDW equation:














where N = ln a.
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φ(t, x) = φ(t) + δφ(t, x), ignoring back-reaction δgµν , K = 1.
Born–Oppenheimer + slow-roll approximation:
Ψ[N , φ, {δφk}k] =
∏
k>0
ψk[N , δφk] , ψk[N , δφk] = exp[iS(N , δφk)] ,
S = m2PlS0 + S1 + m
−2
Pl S2 + . . .
ψ
(0)
k = A(N ) eiS1(N ,δφk) , ψ(1)k = B(N )ψ(0)k [N , δφk] eim
−2
Pl S2(N ,δφk).
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, k∗ = aH
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Ps(k) ≈ P(1)s (k) = P(0)s (k)C2k
has a quantum correction:




Signal suppressed or enhanced depending on the solution.
Similar corrections as in noncommutative and string inflation
[Tsujikawa et al 2003; G.C. 2004; G.C. & Tsujikawa 2004]
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Perturbations and observables
06/25– Spectral index and running
[G.C. Annalen Phys. 2013 (arXiv:1209.0473); Bini et al 2013]
Scalar spectral index




≈ 2 (5η − 42 − ξ2)− 9δWDW
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[G.C. Annalen Phys. 2013 (arXiv:1209.0473); Bini et al 2013]








k0 pivot scale at the experiment (more generous estimate than
using largest observable scale kmin ∼ 1.4× 10−4 Mpc−1).
k ≈ `/(14.4 Gpc). WMAP scale k0 = 0.002 Mpc−1 ↔ `0 ≈ 29.
`PlH < 4× 10−6 , |δWDW(k0)| < 10−9
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WMAP+BAO+H0 bounds on ns and αs and for V ∝ φ2.
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[G.C. Annalen Phys. 2013 (arXiv:1209.0473)]
WDW quantum corrections unobservable
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The model
09/25– Canonical variables and quantization






{c, p} = 8piGγ
3
p→ pˆ , c→ hˆ = êiµ(p)c
Hˆ(Eˆ, hˆ)|Ψ〉 = 0 super-Hamiltonian constraint
〈Ψsc|Hˆ(Eˆ, hˆ)|Ψsc〉 ≈ 0 effective dynamics
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Two corrections: inverse-volume and holonomy.
We consider
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Calculations on realistic graphs hard in full theory, interesting to
focus on simplified phenomenology: homogeneous quantum
inflationary universe with small perturbations represented by
semi-classical state Ψ characterized by a length scale L
encoding the discreteness of geometry.
Inverse powers of L cannot be quantized to a densely defined
operator. ⇒Write classical expressions via Poisson brackets
(contain derivatives by L). ⇒ Classical continuous derivatives
replaced by finite-difference quotients.
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12/25– An alternative density ratio?


























Region of volume V = a3V0 decomposes into patches of size
∼ L3. Quantum-gravity scale defined: ρQG = 38piGL2 .
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{δKiα(x), δEγj (y)} = 8piGδγαδijδ(x, y)




d3xN[α(E)Hg + ν(E)Hpi + %(E)H∇ +HV ]
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Closure of the effective constraint algebra imposed,
{Ca,Cb} = f cab (A,E)Cc.
Perturbed equations contain counterterms f , f1, g1, h, f3
which guarantee anomaly cancellation in the constraint
algebra [Bojowald & Hossain 2007,2008; Bojowald et al. 2008,2009].
Anomaly cancellation shown only in the quasi-classical
regime with inverse-volume corrections (small
counterterms). Case with holonomy corrections also
worked out [Cailleteau, Barrau et al. 2011,2012].
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Very simple equation in closed form: expected from
Hamilton–Jacobi method [Goldberg et al 1991; Langlois 1994], the
reduced phase space after solving the constraints has one
local d.o.f. as in GR.
Superluminal propagation of signals is avoided if
s2inv < α
2 ⇒ σ ≥ 6 for α0 > 0, ν0 ≥ 0
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Scalar perturbations
16/25– Scalar spectrum and index

























Large-scale enhancement of power:
δinv ∼ a−σ ∼ (1/|τ |)−σ ∼ k−σ at horizon crossing.
Index:
ns − 1 = 2η − 4+ σγnsδinv
where
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Identical to the scalar Mukhanov equation up to the
substitutions zinv → a˜inv , χ→ 2α0.
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Ps = 16[1 + (γt − γs)δinv]
Consistency relation:
r = −8{nt + [nt(γt − γs) + σγt]δinv}
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[Bojowald, G.C. & Tsujikawa PRL 2011; Bojowald, G.C. & Tsujikawa JCAP 2011]
For fixed values of n and σ all the observables given above
are written as functions of V and δ = α0δinv.
CMB marginalized likelihood analysis performed by varying
V and δinv in CosmoMC. WMAP7+BAO+HST dataset
used; plots for WMAP7+SDSS+HST (+BBN+SN IA)
dataset are similar.
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Observational constraints
21/25– Combined distributions for δ and V
WMAP7+BAO+HST dataset (n = 2, σ = 2)
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Observational constraints
22/25– Upper bounds for the quantum correction
(V ∼ φ2)
σ 0.5 1 2 3 6
k0 = 0.002 Mpc−1
δmax 0.26 6.9× 10−2 4.7× 10−3 3.2× 10−4 1.0× 10−7
δ 0.27 3.5× 10−2 6.8× 10−5 4.3× 10−7 –
k0 = 0.05 Mpc−1
δmax 5.2× 10−2 2.7× 10−3 7.5× 10−6 2.1× 10−8 4.3× 10−16
δ 6.7× 10−2 9.0× 10−4 1.2× 10−7 2.7× 10−11 –
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Observational constraints
23/25– Power spectrum (n = 2, V(k0) = 0.009, k0 = 0.002 Mpc−1,
`0 = 29)
σ = 1, 1.5, 2
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24/25– Are there WDW/QC effects in the bispectrum?
Claim: No effect on non-Gaussianity for these WDW and
inverse-volume LQC models [G.C. Annalen Phys. 2013 (arXiv:1209.0473);
Li et al 2012].
In a nutshell, model-independent argument of Creminelli &
Zaldarriaga 2004:
The 3-point function of curvature perturbation is
〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉 = (2pi)3δ(k1 + k2 + k3)Blocalζ (k1, k2, k3)




ζ2 − 〈ζ2〉) and the local bispectrum in
single-field inflation with almost scale invariance is, in the
squeezed limit (k1 ≈ k2  k3, k3 ≈ 0),
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